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“Chocolate is mainly consumed as an indulgent snack
among Chinese consumers, but the high average retailing
price has posed a big obstacle for brands to encourage
consumers – particularly the low earners – to eat more
chocolate.”
– Hao Qiu, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

How well do consumers understand cocoa butter substitute?
How to market chocolate as a filling snack to increase on-the-go consumption?
Enhancing value perceptions for luxury brands

The growth of China’s chocolate market slowed down in 2014. Although the chocolate volume
consumption per capita in China is still low and has space to grow further, the average retailing price is
much higher, which is a major barrier for brands to engage with a wider population or to encourage
people to eat more.
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This report goes into details to uncover future growth opportunities for the chocolate market. Potential
drivers include consumers’ increasing needs for on-the-go consumption, their willingness to trade up
for self-indulgence and the growing affinity towards foreign culture.
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Figure 26: Retail volume and value sales of chocolate, by segment, China, 2014
Chocolate in more delicate and unique formats and packaging enjoys faster growth in the next five years
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Ferrero launched Kinder Joy Egg Chocolate with toys targeting boys and girls separately
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Ferrero S.p.A
Latest development
The Hershey Company
Latest development
Meiji Holdings Co., Ltd.
Latest development
MUJI and IKEA
Tao Brands: Amovo (魔吻) and Bouquet (卜珂)
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Online channel rises to be among the top three purchase channels
Figure 35: Purchase channel of chocolate, by self-consumption and gifting, January 2015
Young consumers in their twenties tend to buy on the go
Figure 36: Purchase channel of chocolate for self/family consumption, by age, January 2015
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Imported brands are strong in taste perception and premium image but are weak in distribution and high price
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Women are more exploratory in taste while men are more brand-oriented
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Foreign identity is an important factor to charge a premium
Figure 52: Product features consumers are willing to pay a premium for, by consumer purchase behaviour of premium chocolate,
January 2015
Elder consumers care more about the chocolate ingredients
Figure 53: Selected product features consumers are willing to pay a premium for, by age, January 2015

The Consumer – Purchase Behaviour of and Attitudes towards Chocolate
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Consumers aged 25-39 show greater trading up trend
Figure 54: Consumer purchase behaviours of chocolate, January 2015
Figure 55: Selected consumer purchase behaviour of chocolate, by age, January 2015
Consumers living in the North have a greater preference for dark chocolate
Tao Brands are more popular among the young consumers aged 25-29
Figure 56: Selected consumer purchase behaviour of chocolate, by age, January 2015
Consumers living in the West have a greater sweet preference
Figure 57: Consumer attitudes towards chocolate, January 2015
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Mintropolitans are much more likely to be chocolate fans
Figure 60: Purchase channel of chocolate, by consumer classification, January 2015
Mintropolitans are more into foreign brands, particularly imported brands, mainly for their guaranteed product quality
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Mintropolitans judge the value of a premium chocolate by exteriors
Figure 63: Product features consumers are willing to pay a premium for, by consumer classification, January 2015
Mintropolitans are only a small step ahead of non-MinT in understanding of cocoa butter substitute
Figure 64: Consumers’ understanding of cocoa butter substitute, by consumer classification, January 2015
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